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Model for energy conversion in renewable energy system
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Abstract

A dynamic model for a stand-alone renewable energy system with hydrogen storage (RESHS) is developed. In this system, surplus energy
available from a photovoltaic array and a wind turbine generator is stored in the form of hydrogen, produced via an electrolyzer. When the
energy production from the wind turbine and the photovoltaic array is not enough to meet the load demand, the stored hydrogen can then
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e converted by a fuel cell to produce electricity. In this system, batteries are used as energy buffers or for short time storage. T
ehavior of such a system, a complete model is developed by integrating individual sub-models of the fuel cell, the electrolyzer,
onditioning units, the hydrogen storage system, and the batteries (used as an energy buffer). The sub-models are valid for transie
tate analysis as a function of voltage, current, and temperature. A comparison between experimental measurements and simula
iven. The model is useful for building effective algorithms for the management, control and optimization of stand-alone RESHSs
2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

The use of a stand-alone renewable energy system (i.e. one
sing wind and photovoltaic energy) in remote areas requires
n energy storage device to smooth out the intermittent power

nput from these sources. Recent system designs[1–4] rely
n batteries for short-term energy storage, while hydrogen is
sed for long-term energy storage. In these systems, the hy-
rogen (H2) has been produced through an electrolyzer pow-
red by the surplus energy available from the primary sources
wind turbine and photovoltaic array). When the input power
s insufficient to feed the RESHS load, previously stored hy-
rogen is reconverted through a fuel cell (FC) to produce the
equired electricity. The design, management and optimiza-
ion of such a system require a useful model.

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 819 376 5011x3911;
ax: +1 819 376 5164.

E-mail address:kodjo agbossou@uqtr.ca (K. Agbossou).

We present a model to describe the dynamics o
RESHS. It integrates sub-models of the electrolyzer, the
cell, the batteries, the power interfaces (buck and boost
verters) and the storage system. Interdependency issue
drogen consumption cannot exceed production) are take
account. Special attention is given to the characterizatio
the system’s major components in the transient state, an
use simple and realistic assumptions to describe the b
ior for short- and long-term operation of the RESHS. M
of the sub-models are specified by the component’s p
ization curves characteristics (current–voltage–tempera
The model is validated by comparing its output to tha
the Hydrogen Research Institute’s (HRI) renewable en
system test bench, which is completely described in[4,6]
and whose configuration and specifications are given, re
tively, in Fig. 1 andTable 1. A scenario built with realisti
residential power consumption needs and typical power
duction by wind turbine (WT), and photovoltaic (PV) ar
is also simulated and analyzed.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the renewable energy system test bench of the HRI.

2. Modeling of the components

Generally, a RESHS is designed for a nominal dc bus volt-
age, which, in the case of the HRI test bench, is about 48 V.
However, the real voltage on the dc bus depends on the oper-
ating conditions of the system. When the energy production
exceeds what is needed and the battery (short-term energy
storage device) is being charged, the input power devices
tend to impose their output voltage on the dc bus. Wind gusts
can, for example, increase that bus voltage from 48 V to 56 V
in a fraction of a second. Similarly, when input energy pro-
duction is below what is needed and the load draws on the
battery, it is the battery that will impose its voltage on the
dc bus. This variability of the bus voltage is a major control
problem, as quite clearly this voltage cannot be considered
as a reliable variable to describe the evolution of the state of
the RESHS. Instead, it is the battery energy that will be used
as a system-controlling variable (see Section2.1).

Table 1
RE test bench technical specifications

Components Type Power (kW) Voltage (V)

Photovoltaic (PV) 1 48
Wind turbine gener-

ator and regulator
10 48

Electrolyzer Alkaline 5 26–48
B
F
B
I
L

B
S

P

In this paper, most of the models are described as functions
of time, current, voltage, and temperature. For simulation
purposes, the input signals are the wind generator rectifier
output current (IWT), the PV array regulator output current
(IPV), and the load current (IL). Due to the intermittent nature
of the renewable energy sources, sampled signals will be used
to represent all of them. This way, any energy production and
load profile can be modeled at will. In the following sections,
the models of the sub-units are presented in the order in which
they are traversed by the energy flux: battery, buck converter,
electrolyzer, boost converter, fuel cell, and hydrogen storage.

2.1. Battery model

The battery is the main component on the dc bus, and plays
the role of an energy buffer to handle current spikes and for
short-term energy storage. Different models for batteries are
available, in particular those suitable for electrical vehicle
applications[5,11,12,15]. For stationary applications, such
as the RESHS, the models described in[2] use many experi-
mental parameters that cannot be estimated easily, such as the
overcharge effect (though in a properly-controlled RESHS,
this effect does not happen, and hence is not included in
the model). The main parameters, which determine the bat-
tery’s performance, are its internal resistance, the polariza-
t self-
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uck converter Multiphase PWM 5 26–48
uel cell (FC) PEM 5 24
oost converter Multiphase PWM 5 24–48

nverter 5 110 ac
oad 0–5 110 ac

Capacity (kWh)
atteries Lead–acid 10.5–55 48
torage H2 125

WM: pulse width modulation; PEM: proton exchange membrane.
ion effect, and the long-term self-discharge rate. This
ischarge rate is difficult to estimate, and is itself subje
number of factors, such as the operating temperatur

umber of operation cycles, and the materials and techn
sed in its manufacture[9,14].

The battery voltageUB(t),which takes these three para
ters into account is given by,

B(t) = (1 + αt)UB,0 + Ri (t)I(t) + KiQR(t) (1)

hereα is the self-discharge rate (s−1); UB,0 is the open
ircuit voltage (V) att = 0;Ri (t) is the internal resistance (	),
i is the polarization coefficient (	 h−1), andQR(t) is the

ate of accumulated ampere hours. IfI(t) > 0 then the batter
s charging; ifI(t) < 0 then the battery is discharging. T
attery energy is then,

(t) = W0 +
∫ t

0
Pin(t′) dt′ (2)

herePin(t′) = UB(t)I(t) is the input power to the battery a
0 is the battery’s initial energy. As we will see later,
ecision algorithm (as to whether electrolyzer or fuel cel

o be activated to rebalance the battery energy) will de
n the battery’s state of charge (SOC), defined by,

OC(t) = W(t)

Wmax
(3)

hereWmax is the maximum battery energy without ov
harge.
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Fig. 2. Diagram of the identification process of the buck converter parame-
ters.

2.2. Buck converter

When there is an excess of electrical energy in the system,
that excess is channeled to the electrolyzer to produce hydro-
gen. To control this hydrogen production, a buck converter
designed at HRI controls the input current to the electrolyzer
cells. This buck converter is a dc voltage reducer designed
to maximize the power transfer from the dc bus to the elec-
trolyzer cells. It uses the multiphase technique to generate
pulse-width modulated (PWM) signals[6]. Its models are
expressed by Eqs.(4) and(5), and they give the voltage and
current applied to the electrolyzer cells. Considering the com-
plexity of describing these circuits, an autoregressive moving
average (ARMA) model (Fig. 2) [16] for parameter identifica-
tion is used to minimize the average quadratic error between
the real output of the buck converter and the model’s. During
this process, the time scale is set to 1 s and the buck converter
operating temperature to 25◦C.

The following equation (based on the ARMA model) gives
the relation between the buck output voltage and the dc bus
voltage (transfer function),

UBu,Out(n) = UB(n)

(
BBu,0 + BBu,1z

−1
)
DBu(n)

ABu,0 + ABu,1z−1 (4)

whereABu,0, ABu,1, BBu,0, andBBu,1 are parameters which
h given
i
a lied
t age
( irect
c ower
e -

Table 2
Parameter values

Component Parameters Values

Battery Ri (	) 0.076
Ki ∼0
QFC (A h) 880
Q0 (A h) 880
E0 (V) 48

Boost converter ABo,0 1
ABo,1 −0.2045
BBo,0 1.236
BBo,1 −0.4275

Buck converter ABu,0 1
ABu,1 −1.485
ηI,el 0.7
BBu,0 0.057
BBu,1 −0.082

Electrolyzer Uel,0 22.25
C1 −0.1765
C2 5.5015
ηI,FC 0.45
Iel,0 0.1341
Rel −3.3189
NCell,el 24

PEMFC UFC 33.18
E1 −0.013
E2 −1.57
IFC,0 8.798
RFC −2.04
NCell,FC 35

verter is

IBu,In(n) = UBu,Out(n)IBu,Out(n)

ηBuUBu,In(n)
(5)

where IBu,Out is the input current to the electrolyzer cells,
and is determined in the next section. The coefficients may
vary slightly from one operating point to another, but on the
whole, the model gives a good account of the dynamics of
the system.

2.3. Electrolyzer

As the electrolyzer time response is slow[10] compared to
the modeling sampling time (1 s), the output voltage is given
by,

Uel(t) = Uel,0 + C1Tel(t) + C2 ln

(
Iel(t)

Iel,0

)
+ Rel

Tel(t)
Iel(t)

(6)

whereUel,0 (V), C1 (V ◦C−1), C2 (V ◦C−1), Iel,0 (A) andRel
(	 ◦C−1) are parameters to be determined experimentally.
For the HRI test bench, their values are given inTable 2for
an operating temperatureTel(t) between 22◦C and 52◦C. The
first two terms of Eq.(6) represent the theoretical potential
of an ideal cell. The third term gives the activation potential,
w These
p Con-
ave to be determined. Their values, for our case, are
n Table 2. UB is the dc bus voltage;DBu is the duty cycle
ndUBu,Out is the buck converter output voltage (and app

o the electrolyzer cells). The buck converter input volt
UBu,In) is equal to the dc bus voltage because of its d
onnection to the dc bus. Taking into account the buck p
fficiency (ηBu), the input current (IBu,In) to the buck con
hile the last one represents resistance (ohmic) losses.
arameter values vary from one electrolyzer to another.
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sidering that the output of the buck converter is connected
directly to the input of the electrolyzer cells,UBu,Out(t) and
IBu,Out(t) are equivalent toUel(t) andIel(t), respectively. The
hydrogen production ratėVel(t) is given by,

V̇el = NCell,el
ηI,elIel(t)

CH2

(7)

whereηI,el is the electrolyzer utilization factor;NCell,el repre-
sents the number of cells, andCH2 is a conversion coefficient
(of value 2.39 A h l−1 of hydrogen).ηI,el depends on the cell
temperature. For alkaline electrolyzers, some studies[7,8,13]
show thatηI,el is between 0.6 and 0.75. A more rigorous es-
timate can be obtained by direct measurement of the produc-
tion. The hydrogen produced by the electrolyzer is stored, and
can be used later by the FC. The storage sub-system model
is given in Section2.5.

2.4. Boost converter

The nominal output voltage of HRI’s fuel cell is around
24 V, whereas the dc bus is designed for 48 V. Hence a power
interface is necessary between the two. In order to maximize
the power transfer between the FC and the dc bus the boost
converter is designed with the same multiphase switching
technique and pulse-width modulated signals, as was used
f ribed
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measured on the IRH test bench are given inTable 2for tem-
peratures ranging from 24◦C to 72◦C.TFC(t) is the operating
temperature of the cells, which changes during the cell’s op-
eration. The first two terms of Eq.(10) represent the open
loop potential, the third term corresponds to the activation
potential, and the last represents resistance (ohmic) losses.
These parameters vary widely from one fuel cell to another.
The FC’s hydrogen consumption rateV̇FC(t) is given by,

V̇FC = NCell,FC
ηI,FCIFC(t)

CH2

(11)

whereηI,FC is the utilization factor of the FC, andNCell,FC
represents the number of cells. The literature[7,8] shows
thatηI,FC is between 0.3 and 0.6 for PEM fuel cells. A more
accurate estimate can be obtained by direct measurement.

2.6. Hydrogen storage sub-system

The hydrogen produced by the electrolyzer is stored in a
pressurized tank. Although the actual renewable energy sys-
tem at HRI has a compressor and the hydrogen can be stored
in a tank at up to 150 psi, the equations used will assume
hydrogen storage at normal pressures and temperatures. The
power balance for the storage function is given by

w of
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or the buck converter. Using the same method as desc
n Section2.2, the relation between the duty cycleDBo and
he input currentIBo,In(t) of the boost converter is given b

Bo,In(n) = IFC,Max

(
BBo,0 + BBo,1z

−1
)
DBo(n)

ABo,0 + ABo,1z−1 (8)

hereIFC,Maxis the maximum output current of the FC;ABo,0,
Bo,1, BBo,0, andBBo,1 are parameters to be determined (
able 2). The output current (IBo,Out) of the boost converte

s obtained from the boost power efficiency (ηBo)

Bo,Out(n) = ηBo
UFC(n)IBo,In(n)

UB(n)
(9)

hereUFC is the FC output voltage, andηBo is determined
y direct measurement (and found to be >95%).

.5. Proton exchange membrane fuel cell

According to references[6–8], the proton exchange me
rane (PEM) FC reaction time constants during transien
iods (<50 ms) are smaller than the simulation step time
ence, the dynamic behavior of the FC is given by its po

zation curve

FC(t) = UFC,0 + E1TFC(t) + E2 ln

(
IFC(t)

IFC,0

)

+ RFC

TFC(t)
IFC(t) (10)

hereUFC,0 (V), E1 (V ◦C−1), E2 (V ◦C−1), IFC,0 (A), and
FC (	 ◦C−1) are experimental parameters whose value
dWH2(t)

dt
= Pel(t) − PFC(t) (12)

hereWH2(t) is the energy present in the tank in the form
ydrogen,PFC(t) andPel(t) are, respectively, the FC pow
onsumption (related to the H2 consumption rate) and th
lectrolyzer power production (related to the H2 production
ate). The solution of Eq.(12)in the Laplace domain is give
y

H2(s) = Pel(s) − PFC(s)

s
+ WH2,0 (13)

ith

el(s) = V̇el(s)

VT
�H ; PFC(s) = V̇FC(s)

VT
�H

hereV̇el andV̇FC are, respectively, the production and
onsumption rates of H2. WH2,0 is the initial hydrogen en
rgy stored. Under normal temperature and pressure c

ions[9], VT is equal to 22.4 l mol−1. �H is the enthalpy o
ydrogen (“high heating value”) (�H = 286 kJ mol−1).

. RESHS simulation

A model of a RESHS has been developed based o
bove equations for its sub-units. The simulation block
ram is given inFig. 3. As mentioned earlier, the simulati
nd sampling time step is taken as 1 s, andN is the total num
er of steps for one complete operation period. The prin
esults of interest are the output currents of the buck conv
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Fig. 3. RESHS simulation block diagram.

and of the boost converter, and the energy stored in the bat-
tery. The boost converter output current depends of course on
the details of the models of the boost converter and of the FC.
Similarly, the electrolyzer current is closely associated with
the details of the buck converter and of the electrolyzer. In
this diagram,Q(n) represents the accumulated ampere hours
in batteries.

4. Experimental and performance analysis

The models of the sub-units described previously were
used to put the RESHS system through a typical run (the
values of the parameters of the various sub-units are found
in Table 2). In order to reflect the variable nature of the ac-
tual WT and PV array power variations, the simulation inputs
were subjected to relatively large ripples, and the simulation
outputs were monitored closely to determine the stability of
the model. The simulation inputs are the WT generator cur-

rent at the dc bus (IWT), the PV array regulator current (IPV),
the load current (IL), the electrolyzer cell temperature (Tel)
(which is relatively constant: 25◦C) and the FC cell temper-
ature (TFC), which varies linearly from 25◦C to 35◦C with
a slope of 3.3◦C s−1. The simulation outputs are (as men-
tioned previously) the buck converter output current (same
as the electrolyzer input current) (Iel), the boost converter
output current (IBo,Out), and the battery energy (W(t)). All
these signals were also measured on the actual HRI operat-
ing test bench to permit comparison of the simulation output
with reality.

The electrolyzer and FC regulators work so as to bring the
battery energyW(t) back towards its reference value,Wref,
wheneverW(t) gets beyond a pre-determined range bounded
by Whi andWlow bracketingWref. The electrolyzer, which
lowersW(t) by converting the excess battery energy into hy-
drogen (i.e. when the input energy is greater than what is
needed by the load), is powered on whenW(t) > Whi, and is
stopped whenWref is reached. The FC, which raisesW(t) by
converting hydrogen back into battery energy (i.e. when the
input energy is smaller than what is needed by the load), is
powered on whenW(t) < Wlow, and is stopped again when
Wref is reached. The system starts with an initial energyW0
> Whi (W0 is estimated to 42,240 Wh), usually atWhi. In
the first simulationWref = 42,218 Wh, andWhi andWlow
a
−
W

4

ent
( that
t cant
p nce.

4

r, is
s it is

le.
re at 42,240 Wh (=Wref + 22 Wh) and 42,196 Wh (=Wref
22 Wh). The control range thus extends to±22 Wh around
ref.

.1. Input signals

Figs. 4 and 5present typical WT output and load curr
two of the simulation input variables). It can be noticed
he system operates during 7 min. There was no signifi
ower available from PV array when running this experie

.2. Electrolyzer

The electrolyzer, which is fed from the buck converte
et to operate at a nominal input power of 1500 W when

Fig. 4. CurrentIWT(t) from the wind turbine through the rectifier modu
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Fig. 5. Profile of the load current.

running. When the simulation starts, the electrolyzer is oper-
ating according to the control strategy described above.Fig. 6
compares the experimental and the simulation results. The
difference between simulation and measurements is around
8.5%. This result shows that the models of the buck converter
and the electrolyzer are relatively realistic. The steady-state
difference between the two (att > 65 s) is due to the inaccu-
rate estimation of the initial energy of the battery (W0) in Eq.
(2) (it turns out that the model of the energy buffer is itself
dependent on the initial energy stored in the battery). In spite
of this, the start–stop sequences of the electrolyzer are the
same for the simulation and the experimental measurements.

4.3. Fuel cell

For the FC and the boost converter, the simulated and
experimental (measured) currents are perfectly matched
(Fig. 7). The deviation between the two is less than 2%.
It turns out that the boost converter output current is

red.

Fig. 7. Comparison of the simulated and measured current of the boost
converter output.

not very sensitive to reasonable variations of the dc bus
voltage.

4.4. Buffer energy

The overall quality of the simulation of the operation of
the RESHS is judged by examining the time-evolution of the
buffer energy (W(t)). Fig. 8gives the measured and simulated
results. Fromt= 0 s tot= 65 s,W(t) decreases quickly, because
(1) insufficient energy is available from the wind turbine and
the PV array (seeFigs. 4 and 5), and (2) the electrolyzer is
running and withdrawing energy from the battery (Fig. 6).

WhenW(t) reachesWref at t = 66 s, the control program
shuts the electrolyzer off.W(t) then starts to rise (fromt =
66 s tot = 135 s).Figs. 4 and 5show that there is a surplus
Fig. 6. Comparison of the electrolyzer current simulated and measu
 Fig. 8. Battery energyW(t).
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power on the dc bus during this period, and this surplus is
transferred into the battery. Fromt = 136 s tot = 200 s,W(t)
decreases again due to the high load current (Fig. 5) and the
insufficient energy supply from the wind turbine. Att = 295 s,
W(t) reaches the threshold valueWlow at which the control
program turns the FC on (Fig. 7), to supply the required en-
ergy from the stored hydrogen. Beyondt = 350 s, the WT
current is essentially zero, while the load current remains at
about 25 A and the FC current at only 17 A, and henceW(t)
decreases again due to the net 8 A drawn from the battery.
The difference between the simulated and the measuredW(t)
seems to be less than 2%. This is a good indication of the
reliability of the models.

5. Residential energy consumption scenario

A realistic scenario of the energy consumption of a resi-
dence is now developed. The values used for the power pro-
ductions of the PV array and of the wind turbine are typical
for our region. The net dc bus power, that is the algebraic
sum of powers from the PV array, the wind turbine, and the
load (this one negative) but without the contribution of the
FC and of the electrolyzer is shown inFig. 9. It stays, on
the average, negative untilt = 3800 s, and slightly positive
afterwards. Positive power values mean that excess power is
a eans
t this
s

given
i he
p
e d
w
0
m e
i

F elec-
t

Fig. 10. Battery energyW(t): Whi = 0.75Wmax, Wref = 0.70Wmax, Wlow =
0.65Wmax.

The evolution ofW(t) is displayed inFig. 10. When the
system starts (t= 0 s),W(t) is at 0.75Wmax, and the electrolyzer
is running (Fig. 11). The battery energyW(t) decreases (see
Fig. 10) because, again, the net power (Fig. 9) is negative
(the consumption is more than the energy production) and
because the electrolyzer is also running. Att = 990 s,W(t)
reachesWref = 0.7Wmax (Fig. 10), and the control algorithm
stops the electrolyzer (Fig. 11). Fromt = 991 s tot = 2995 s,
neither the FC nor the electrolyzer are operating (Fig. 11),
andW(t) keeps decreasing, since the net power on the dc bus
is negative during this period (Fig. 9). W(t) keeps decreasing
until, at t = 2995 s, it reaches the value ofWlow = 0.65Wmax,
at which point the control logic turns the FC on, and energy
flows back into the battery from the converted hydrogen. The
FC is operating from then until 6900 s (Figs. 10 and 11), at
vailable at the dc bus, while negative power values m
hat there is a power deficit at the bus. The simulation of
cenario covers 2 h (7200 s).

The electrolyzer and FC model parameters are again
n Table 2, while their on/off control criteria are similar to t
revious simulation. The target valueWref is 0.70W0. The
lectrolyzer is started whenW(t) > 0.75Wmax and stoppe
hen W(t) < 0.70Wmax. The FC is started whenW(t) <
.65Wmax and stopped whenW(t) > 0.70Wmax. The maxi-
um capacity of the battery (Wmax) is set at 11 kWh. Th

nitial battery charge (W0) is set at 0.75Wmax.

ig. 9. Net power on the dc bus without the contributions of FC and
rolyzer.
 Fig. 11. Power of the electrolyzer and the FC.
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Fig. 12. Energy of the stored hydrogenWH2(t).

which pointW(t) reachesWref again and the FC is turned
off.

Fig. 12 shows the equivalent evolution of the energy of
the stored hydrogen. The initial stored energy (WH2,0) is set
to 15 kWh. It is obvious that when the electrolyzer is in oper-
ation producing hydrogen (0 <t < 991 s),WH2(t) increases,
and when the FC works consuming hydrogen (t > 2990 s),
WH2(t) decreases.

These results show that the models described in this paper
can be used to predict the performance of a renewable energy
system with hydrogen storage for any reasonable scenario.
Moreover it is possible to know the conditions necessary to
make the system autonomous by checking the hydrogen suf-
ficiency in the system (Fig. 12). The stored amount of hydro-
gen energy gives us the time during which the RESHS could
work as a purely stand-alone source in the extreme case of
zero power input from the WT or the PV array.

6. Conclusions

We developed a model to simulate a power generator fed
by renewable energies (wind and light), with batteries and
gaseous hydrogen as energy reservoirs, and electrolyzers an
fuel cells as converters of energy between electrical and hy-
d ng of
e l cell
a rves.
D buck
c their
t sim-

plified model is used for the battery, with parameters easy to
estimate, and tested with all the other system components.
The validation of all component models is based on a 10-
stage algorithm that develops their dynamic evolution during
the course of the simulation. Comparison with experimen-
tal data confirms that these models give realistic and reliable
results. The simulation gives an average deviation estimated
at less than 5% compared to an actual test-bench generator,
even in the presence of strong fluctuations of the primary en-
ergy input sources. A second application of the model was
to simulate the power scenario for a residential application,
with power sources typical for our region. The results confirm
again that the model can describe the behavior of a RESHS
in a realistic way.
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